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ABSTRACT
This lecture explains how work, space and money have become the pillars of capitalism - a system
that is now becoming a thing of the past. This epoch-making event is an opportunity to raise a
number of fundamental questions once again: Did the West invent modernity, democracy and
urbanization? Or maybe it just appropriated them? Was capitalism created with the British Industrial
Revolution or is it as old as humanity? At what point did the people living in the territory of modern
Poland enter the current of global history? Was 1989 a real breakthrough and did Americans win the
Cold War? Our instinctive answers to these kinds of questions usually lead us nowhere. Due to the
fact that our attention has been focused on the West for a very long time, we have also been looking
at ourselves through its prism. Therefore, this talk gives the audience another mirror in which they
can look at themselves from a new, global perspective.
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